Introduction
The presented paper is the first of series of works concerning reproducing kernels of the Bergman function type for holomorphic sections of complex vector bundles. Recently reproducing kernels of Bergman type have been used to define the quantization of classical states in holomorphic models of quantum field theory (see [11] , [7] or [8] ). Earlier they have been appeard in studies of wave and Dirac equations (see [2] ). Functions of this type have been also considered in consequence of many mathematical problems (see [1] or [4] ).
In most cases reproducing kernels have been defined for Hilbert or Banach spaces of holomorphic functions i.e. spaces of sections of trivial bundles over the open domains in C™. In holomorphic models of quantum field theory however ( [11] and [8] ) the holomorphic sections of non-trivial line bundles over the Káhler manifold have been appeard and reproducing kernels for such spaces have been used. The purpose of this paper is to introduce reproducing kernels in the case of an arbitrary holomorphic vector bundle and to prove basic properties of these kernels.
In Section 2 we recall the most important notions and facts concerning holomorphic vector bundles we need in the remaining sections and we fix the notation. In Section 3 we investigate the space L 2 H(E) of all holomorphic sections of the bundle E which are square integrable with respect to some fix hermitian structure on E and some fix volume form on a base manifold M of the bundle E. We show that evaluation functionals on L 2 H(E) are Z. Pasternak-Winiarski, J. Wojcieszyñski continuous and L 2 H(E) is a closed subspace of the Hilbert space Z 2 (E) of all square integrable sections of E (Theorem 3.1). Section 4 contains the definition of the most important object of our investigation i.e. the Bergman reproducing kernel K for the space L 2 H(E). Main properties of K are given in Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. In Section 5 we describe two maps J and Z given in the natural way by the kernel K. These maps (especialy Z) are important in the application to quantum field theory and seems to be very interesting from the point of view of complex geometry. The investigation of properties of these maps will be a main subject of the work [10] .
Without any other explanation we use the following symbols: N-the set of natural numbers, R-the set of reals, C-the complex plain, i =• \f-l.
Preliminaries
Let M be a n-dimensional complex manifold, which has a countable basis of topology. Let E = (E,n,M) be a holomorphic vector bundle over M, where E is a total space of the bundle and 7r : E -> M is a vector bundle projection. The fibre 7r _1 (x) of E over the point x ( E M will be denoted by E x and its complex dimension -by rankE.
Let rankFi = r G N. A pair (U,<p) is called a vector bundle chart on E iff: (i) U is an open nonempty subset of M\ (ii) <¿> : 7r _1 (í7) -> V x C is a biholomorphism, where V is an open subset of C n ; (iii) if <p = (<Pi, V2,-,¥>n+r) then for any x e U the map (v?"+i, ...,y>" +r )| E/C is an isomorphism of E^ onto C r . If (U,<p) is a vector bundle chart on E and <p = (ipx, if2,
The map if defines a holomorphic frame e := (ej,.., e r ) on U as follows
k-th
For any x € U the sequence (ei(a:), ...,e r (x)) is the ordered basis in the vector space E x . If h, is a smooth hermitian structure on E then the matrix of the form h(x) with respect to the basis (ej(a;),...,e r (x)) in E x is denoted by (h{j(x) 
For any x G U the matrix (hij(x)) is hermitian and positive defined. In the sequel we will use the following property of the mapping U 3 x (hi t j(x)) £ M rXr {C). Proof. Since the function U 9 x ^ tr(hij(x)) G R+ is continuous we obtain that for a given compact set K C U there exists b := supxeKtr(hij(x)). Hence for any x G K and any eigenvalue A of (hij(x)) X < tr(hij(x)) < b.
Similarly the function U 9 i h det(hitj(x)) G R+ is continuous, which implies that there exists a constant c := inf^6/<-det(hitj(x)) > 0. Let for a given we obtain (1).
•
Together with E we will consider two other vector bundles over M: E and E*. By E = (E, ¥, M) we denote the complex conjugation of the bundle E (see [6] ). For any x G M fibres E x and E r coincide as sets. However the multiplication o : C x E e -• E r is given by the formula
where Xv is a multiplication in E r . If we denote by v the value of the identity map on E x onto E^ we can write (2) in the form
(where we put A instead of A). This means E r 9 v v G E x is an antilinear mapping. We will use the same symbol for the invers map id : E x E x . Then v = v for each v G E. In the sequel we will omit o writting Xv instead of A o v for A G C and v G E x .
If By E* = (E*, 7r', M) we denote the dual bundle of E. For any x G M the fibre (E*)^ = E* is the dual space of the vector space E r . Any vector bundle chart (U,<p) on E canonicaly defines a vector bundle chart (U,ip r ) on E*. Namely, if (ei,..., e r ) is a frame on U defined by ip then for any x G U and
is the j-th coordinate of v* with respect to the base
If Ei and E2 are vector bundles over a manifold M then Ei © E2 denotes the direct sum (the Whitney sum) and Ei ® E2 -the tensor product of this bundles. For any x £ M we have (Ei © £2)1 = (Ei)^ © (£2)^ and (Ei ( g> E2)j; = (Ei) x ® (E2) x . For the complex conjugated bundles we have Ei © E 2 = Ei © E 2 and Ei ® E 2 = Ei ® E 2 . If Ei and E 2 are holomorphic vector bundles then Ei © E2 and Ei ® E2 are the same too.
Let N be an another manifold and let F : N -*• M be a smooth map. By F*E we denote the vector bundle over N induced by F (the pull-back of the bundle E). For any y G N we have (5) (F* E) y :=E F(y) .
If N is a complex manifold and E and F are holomorphic then F*E is a holomorphic vector bundle. Moreover
Let Ei and E2 be vector bundles over Mi and M2 respectively. If prj : For any (xi,
(see [6] ). We have
(see [6] ). Let us define the transposition
where
hermitian section (a hermitian kernel on ~E K(xi,x 2 y = I({x 2 ,xi).

Bergman spaces of sections of holomorphic vector bundles
Let fi € r°°(/\ 2n T*M) be a volume form on a manifold M (it means that for any holomorphic coordinates z 1 ,..,
where ¡1 is a positive, smooth function on U and n := dimcM) and let h be a hermitian structure on the holomorphic vector bundle E = (E, v, M). Let r §°(E) be the space of all smooth sections of E with a compact support. We define a scalar product (• | •) on To°(E) as follows 
where tt' : E* -M is the vector bundle projection. It is clear that £"• is a linear functional. Using similar methods as in the case of an ordinary Bergman space (see [3] or [9] ) we prove the following Putting it and (9) into (10) we obtain
As a simple corollary of this proposition we obtain the following (12) that (s^yj is a Cauchy sequence with respect to the norm of the uniform convergence on V0. Hence by (11) the sequence (-s^^) converges uniformly to s 3 o^Vg. Using now the Weierstrass theorem on the limit of uniformly convergent sequence of holomorphic functions we conclude that s J 0 is a holomorphic function on V for j = 1,2, ...,r. Consequently s0 is a holomorphic section on U. Taking into account that (U,ip) is an arbitrary vector bundle chart on E we get that s0 G L 2 H(E).
(i) For any v* G E* the evaluation functional £ v • is continuous; (ii) L 2 H(E) is a closed subspace of L 2 (E).
Proof. The statement (t) is an immediate consequence of Proposition
is also a separable space.
The Bergman section
Let us recall the Riesz theorem on the representation of linear functional. It says that for any continuous linear functional / on a Hilbert space H there exists an unique vector 6 W such that for any s£ H f(s)=<f#\s>n, where < >n is a scalar product in H. Moreover the map 7i* 9 /»-»•/* € 7i is an antilinear isometry with respect to the operator norm in 7i*.
Let for a given v* G E* (13) kv. := €* e L 2 H{E).
Since the map E* 3 c* h ZV. g L 2 H(E)* is linear we obtain that
Ej 3 d* h kv. G L 2 H(E)
is an antilinear mapping for any x G M. Hence the mapping where (ei,i,...,eii7.) and (e2,i, •••»^2^) are frames of E defined on U\ and U2 by (pi and <p2 respectively. Note that for each x £ U\ and each v* = E, r =i G E* we have
In particular To describe the reproducing property of the section K we need the bundle E° := (EigiE) © pr%E over M X M and a map h°) E° E given on homogeneous tensors by the following formula Proof. The first (and the more difficult) part of the proof concerns the locally uniform convergence of the series in the formula (19) in the case when the system (gm) is infinite. Let for any v* G E* the function kv-be defined by the formula (13). Since the series Y^m=i(Srn\kv'}9m converges to kv-in L 2 H(Hi) we get by Propositon 3.1 that it converges to kv» locally uniformly on M. Let the function G : E* X E* -> C be defined as follows 
771=1 This implies that G(v*, w*) is antiholomorphic in v*. Consequently the function
G°(v*,w*) :=G(lS,w*)
is holomorphic in each variable separately. Now it follows from the Hartogs theorem on separate analyticity that G° is holomorphic in (v*,w*). Hence G is analytic in the real sens. In particular we obtain that G is continuous. we obtain that T m is continuous function for m = 1,2,.... Hence (T m ) is a decreasing sequence of continuous positive functions on E* which converges to the zero-function. By Dini theorem (see [5] ) this sequence converges uniformly on each compact set Y C E*. Since for any compact set X\ C U\ and for each p = 1,2,..., r the set e* p (Xi) C E* is compact we have that the sequence (T m ) converges uniformly on this set. Then (T m o e* p ) converges uniformly to the zero-function on X\. By the similar consideration as in (20) and (21) one can obtain the equality By the previous considerations we obtain now that for any compact sets X x C Ui and X 2 C Ui the series To complete the proof we should show that the equality (19) holds. We have
Then (19) follows immediately from (15). • THEOREM 4.3. If K is the (h,fi)-Bergman kernel of the holomorphic bundle E = (E,n,M) then
(i) K is a hermitian kernel on E i.e.
K(y,x) = K(x,yY, x,y e M;
(ii) K(x,y) is holomorphic in x and antiholomorphic in y, (iii) K is R-analytic on M x M.
Proof. The statement (i) follows immediately from Theorem 4.2 and from the definition of the map 1 (see (7)). The point (ii) is a consequence of (i) and Proposition 4.1. The R-analyticity of K follows from (ii) by the same arguments as the R-analyticity of the map G in the proof of Theorem 4.2 (the Hartogs theorem on separate C-analyticity -see [3] ).
Remarks on maps given by the Bergman section
Proofs and other detais connected with the subject of this section will be given in [10] .
Let us consider the map 
H(E). •
The maps Z and J7" (or equivalently the section K) seems to be interesting objects from the complex geometry point of view. If E is a positive line bundle over a compact complex manifold M then Z is an embeding and E is induced by Z and the bundle dual to the universal bundle over the projective space CP(L 2 H(Ei)) (for the application of the maps J and Z in the proof of the Kodaira theorem see [10] ). Also in the non-compact case, if the space 0(M, E) of all holomorphic sections of E is sufficiently rich and the volume form /x is appropriately chosen the Bergman section contains the whole information about E, h, and (i (see [9] [10]).
